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a b s t r a c t
This work deals with the control design and development of an automated car-following strategy that
further increases robustness to vehicle dynamics uncertainties. The control algorithm is applied on a
hierarchical architecture where high and low level control layers are designed for gap-control and desired
acceleration tracking, respectively. A fractional-order controller is proposed due to its flexible frequency
shape, fulfilling more demanding design requirements. The iso-damping loop property is sought, which
yields a desired closed-loop stability that results invariant despite changes on the controlled plant gain.
In addition, the graphical nature of the proposed design approach demonstrates its portability and
applicability to any type of vehicle dynamics without complex reconfiguration. The algorithm benefits
are validated in frequency and time domains, as well as through experiments on a real vehicle platform
performing adaptive cruise control.
Ó 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Cairo University. This is an open access article
under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Traffic congestion remains as one of the biggest problems in cities,
with Los Angeles representing the worst-case scenario where commuters lose up to 119 h per year [1]. Traffic jams are not only impacting wasted time but also pollution with 12:5 billion extra gas liters
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consumed due to traffic only in America in 2017 [1]. These figures
clearly point out to a real world problem where control systems
applied to vehicles may significantly improve current numbers.
The application of intelligent control algorithms to ground
transportation systems are widely known as Advanced Driving
Assistance Systems (ADAS). Among the different systems, the ability to automatically control both throttle and brake pedals simultaneously is known as Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) [2]. ACC is set to
track a desired speed, unless a target vehicle is detected and the
setpoint speed is changed to maintain a safe gap accordingly. Former studies have already demonstrated the benefits of ACC in
reducing pollution [3]. However, commercially available ACC systems have been mainly oriented as a comfort feature for highend vehicles, with little implications in the traffic flow, yielding
zero traffic improvement even considering 100% market penetration [4]. Recent studies have demonstrated that production systems (mainly based on PD controllers) exhibit some performance
limitations when coping with all ACC control requirements, showing the need of more advanced control structures to deal with
more demanding specifications [5].
Almost all of the control systems deployed in industrial applications utilize controllers with the PID frequency shape [6]. When it
comes to developing production ACC systems, classical PD control
structures remain the most commonly applied control technique.
The main reason is its easy-to-tune capabilities when transferring
the control design to a real world implementation. However, more
complex control structures have been applied for ACC. Among
them, Model Predictive Control (MPC) for improving not only
car-following capabilities but also HEV energy optimization is presented in [7]. A comparison regarding tracking error and control
effort between a model-free control technique and a fuzzy logic
approach is presented in [8] for Stop&Go maneuvers. Robust control is applied in [9] by using the H1 norm to consider vehicle
dynamics uncertainties, leading to an off-line optimization control
problem. The main limitation of these techniques is the complexity
of the tuning process, which is a main issue when considering
implementation on real platforms.
Fractional-order control provides a good balance between dealing with a more demanding control structure and keeping simplicity and easy-to-tune capabilities. Fractional-order calculus has
been already applied in the automotive domain for the design of
vehicle suspension systems [10]. From the intelligent transportation perspective, it has been applied to both lateral and longitudinal autonomous vehicle control problems. A fractional-order PID
algorithm for precise lateral control in parking maneuvers is presented in [11]. Full-speed lateral fractional controller is explored
in [12] where the relationship between vehicle speed and the
fractional-order of the controller is studied. A cruise control system
for low-speed gas-propelled vehicle based on a fractional-order PI
controller is presented in [13]. Hosseinnia et al. [14] showed a
hybrid fractional ACC controller for low speeds but the design
takes into account neither the traffic flow improvement nor a
methodology to guarantee easy-to-tune capabilities.
Classic fractional-order controllers tuning algorithms can be
based on analytical methods, as in [15–18]; or optimization, as in
[19,20]. Some works have also proposed auto-tuning algorithms
to dynamically set the fractional-order controller parameters
[21–25]. The main limitation of the majority of these algorithms
lies in the dependency of numeric and optimization solvers which
are highly dependent on initial conditions and may converge in
local minima. Having this in mind, an approach able to provide
visual cues about how each optimal parameter contributes to the
loop dynamics performance can significantly help on the controller
design.
Graphical methods to solve equation systems (linear and nonlinear) have gained a lot of attention and are thoroughly used, even

within the fractional-order control field [26–28]. However, these
approaches not only rely on a highly complex graphical representation, but also require complete reset of the algorithm if control
requirements or problem conditions are changed. Recently, a
counter-slope method has been proposed to overcome this limitation [29]. Here, the proposed graphical method offers a better
insight of the controller parameters effect on the system response.
In this paper, a fractional-order control design methodology is
presented that enhances the method in [29], by allowing the selection of the loop phase margin and crossover frequency, while guaranteeing the loop iso-damping property. It uses a more intuitive
graphical representation that shows all possible controller tuning
possibilities. This not only permits to tune controller parameters
in a more straightforward manner, but also avoids issues related
to local minima. Consequently, the method can be more easily
adapted to any type of system dynamics, which results ideal to
encourage widespread commercial adoption of automated carfollowing technologies. As computational effort is drastically
reduced compared to the aforementioned methods, this approach
can be deployed in low power embedded hardware platforms,
reducing weight, energy and cost and making it an optimal solution for real embedded ACC applications.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section ‘‘Car-fol
lowing framework” introduces the car-following framework upon
which the control algorithm is applied, including the experimental
platform characteristics and its longitudinal model. Section ‘‘Gap
controller design” presents the fractional-order ACC control design
with
traffic
flow
and
easy-to-tune
considerations.
Section ‘‘Simulation results” shows frequency and time domains
validation of the control system in simulation and further on, in
Section ‘‘Experimental results” experiments on a real vehicle
demonstrate the algorithm effectiveness. Finally, some concluding
remarks are given in Section ‘‘Conclusions and future works”.
Car-following framework
The ACC framework used in this work is presented in Fig. 1. Its
subsystems are hierarchically designed with different performance
objectives. For the sake of clarity, variables and blocks belonging to
the subject vehicle are indexed with subscript i, where i 2 ½1; N , N
being the size of the controlled string of vehicles. The structure
depicted in Fig. 2 is based on a cascade approach where the low
level structure deals with the reference acceleration tracking task,
while the high level control is designed to regulate the distance gap
with respect to the preceding vehicle.
The low level control Gpi ðsÞ comprises the system that manages
throttle and brake actuators to track a given reference acceleration
generated by the high level layer. The vehicle’s position and velocity are fed back and used to define the desired distance gap. This is
done following the set spacing policy, which in this work is a constant time gap [30]. It consists on keeping a fixed safety distance
added to a time gap h that multiplies the subject vehicle speed.
This policy not only increases loop stability by adding a zero on
the feedback loop represented as Hi ðsÞ ¼ hs þ 1, but also fits the
best the way human drivers perform car-following. The spacing
error Ei ðsÞ between measured and desired gap is processed by
the controller C i ðsÞ to generate the high level control action ui ðtÞ.
This signal is added as a correction to the vehicle longitudinal
speed to define the reference acceleration to be tracked by low
level control layer Gpi ðsÞ.
Low level control layer
The design objectives for the reference acceleration tracking
block Gpi ðsÞ are as follows: (1) accurate and consistent tracking
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Fig. 1. Illustration of an ACC-controlled vehicle string.

Fig. 2. Block representation of the hierarchical car-following structure.

of the given reference acceleration; and (2) adaptability and
robustness to different types of vehicles and road conditions. By
ensuring fulfillment of both conditions, a more suitable low level
behavior model is available for further design of the high level
structure, reducing model response uncertainties. The vehicle longitudinal motion ai ðtÞ is modeled as:

M v ai ðtÞ ¼

sth;i ðtÞ  sbr;i ðtÞ
rw

 F a ðx_i ðtÞÞ  F g ðhr Þ  F r ðhr ; lÞ;

ð1Þ

where Mv ; r w ; hr ; l; sth;i ðtÞ and sbr;i ðtÞ stand for the vehicle mass,
wheel radius, road steepness and friction; motor propulsion and
braking torques, respectively [31]. Disturbances on the vehicle body
are given by the aerodynamic resistance F a , the gravitational force
F g and the rolling resistance force F r . The low level layer is designed
to track the reference acceleration by acting on the throttle and
brake system torques, sth;i ðtÞ and sbr;i ðtÞ, respectively.
Through extensive open-loop testing and modeling of throttle
and brake actuators, the effect of their application levels on the
longitudinal acceleration can be mapped in function of the vehicle
velocity. This permits to select the ideal throttle or brake pedal
deflection required to generate the desired longitudinal torque at
the measured longitudinal speed. Fig. 3 illustrates the low level
control structure Gpi ðsÞ, where systems Gth;i ðsÞ and Gbr;i ðsÞ stand
for the throttle and brake systems’ transfer functions:

The design of the controller C ll;i ðsÞ must ensure low loop sensitivity in the frequency spectrum of vehicle external disturbances
F a ; F g and F r (usually low to medium frequencies). The loop
response shape is desired with high gain for low frequencies, stability with feasible response bandwidth at medium frequencies
and low gain at high frequencies for noise rejection [32]. In this
work, the actuators’ maps and the low level control layer are
designed for the dynamics of a Hybrid Honda Accord 2014. A reference acceleration profile is designed to analyze and model the low
level control layer performance. Fig. 4 shows the response of the
system Gpi ðsÞ. Stabilization time towards reference speed changes
results consistent, whether it is applying throttle or brake, demonstrating the closed-loop stability and showing the effectiveness of
having throttle and brake maps to select ideal actuation for the
desired acceleration/deceleration.
However, a slight error is observed as vehicle speed does not
fully converge to the reference in steady state, which is due to
unmodeled dynamics that can be expressed as DC gain disturbances. Considering this behavior, data from this experiment is
used to model the low level control dynamics Gpi ðsÞ ¼ Ai ðsÞ=U i ðsÞ,
yielding:

Gpi ðsÞ ¼

Ai ðsÞ
D  4:51
;
¼
U i ðsÞ s þ 3:717

ð3Þ

s

Gth;i ðsÞ ¼ uth;i ¼ s=xK thþ1 ;
th;i

th

K x2

s

Gbr;i ðsÞ ¼ ubr;i ¼ s2 þ2n brx brsþx2 ;
br;i

br

br

ð2Þ

br

The high level control action is processed by controller C ll;i ðsÞ to
generate a desired acceleration aref ðtÞ. This control action is passed
through the modelled throttle and brake maps, obtaining the
desired throttle or brake levels, uth;i and ubr;i , respectively; for the
current ego-speed.

where the parameter D represents the possible plant DC gain disturbance, which has a nominal value of 1. This parameter models possible changes on the vehicle mass or road slope, given that these
disturbances occur in the low frequency spectrum. These disturbances are modeled in Fig. 3 as the block D. Robustness against
these uncertainties is targeted in the design of the high level gapregulation controller C i ðsÞ, together with gap-regulation stability
and response bandwidth requirements.

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the speed tracking control layer Gv i ðsÞ.
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Fig. 4. Performance study for the designed low level block Gpi ðsÞ.

Gap controller design
The control design is focused on stabilizing the external feedback loop in Fig. 2. Phase margin and stability metrics are measured on the open loop expression Li ðsÞ ¼ C i ðsÞGpfi ðsÞHi ðsÞ, where
Gpfi ðsÞ stands for the vehicle position evolution in function of
the reference acceleration. A lead-based controller is used to
increase the response damping and ensure the required phase
margin. To guarantee the same stability and response for any targeted time gap, a pole is added to the controller C i ðsÞ at
x ¼ 1=h rad=s. In addition to this, robustness against the
observed plant gain variations is considered as another control
performance requirement.
System robustness is related to the ability to guarantee performance specifications with plant variations. These differences can
be unexpected, like model uncertainties, or expected, like unmodeled dynamics. In any case, a robust controller must keep equivalent performance based on these specifications. Usual frequency
domain constraints defining the system performance are shown
in Eqs. (4) and (5), referring to gain crossover frequency xcg and
phase margin /m specifications:

jC i ðjxcg ÞGpfi ðjxcg ÞHi ðjxcg ÞjdB ¼ 0 dB;

j argðC i ðjxcg ÞGpfi ðjxcg ÞHi ðjxcg ÞÞ ¼ p þ /m ;

ð4Þ
ð5Þ

Once xcg and /m are selected, these constraints are used for
controller tuning, resulting in a controller that fits both equations. While xcg specifies desired responsiveness, /m is related
to stability and overshoot. For our system, the following specifications granting a fast response with a low overshoot were
chosen:
 xcg ¼ 1 rad=s
 /m ¼ 50 deg
Similar to works like [15,16,33,34], our robust control approach
is to keep the stability specification described in Eq. (5) constant
despite plant parameter variations. Flat phase slope, as defined in
Eq. (6), is enough to fulfill this robustness constraint, yielding both
a constant phase margin and a loop stability for different frequencies around the gain crossover frequency:



dðargðC i ðjxÞGpfi ðjxÞHi ðjxÞÞÞ
¼ 0:
dx
x¼xcg

ð6Þ

Fractional-order control fulfills this robustness constraint
together with a phase margin specification. Therefore, a
fractional-order controller is used in the control scheme of Fig. 2.
Our approach is based on the counter-slope method described
in [29]. As a novelty in this work, an improvement of this methodology is proposed, allowing the user to choose a phase margin
within the range of controller reachable margins by means of a
graph, while the crossover frequency is directly computed, yielding
an optimal solution by a simple tuning process and fulfilling all
required control specifications.
Among the fractional-order controllers that can be tuned using
this method are Fractional Proportional Derivative (fPD) and Fractional Proportional Integral (fPI). Due to the nature of our system
and the required lead phase to stabilize car-following dynamics,
the fPD formula shown in Eq. (7) will be used:

C i ðsÞ ¼ k

ð1 þ sa sa Þ kp þ ka sa
¼
:
hs þ 1
hs þ 1

ð7Þ

This controller includes the term 1=Hi ðsÞ in order to cancel Hi ðsÞ
dynamics, as discussed previously. Therefore, the resulting open
loop transfer function is Li ðsÞ ¼ ðkp þ ka sa ÞGpfi ðsÞ. Due to this cancellation, the term Hi ðsÞ will not be considered for the design of
the controller, but added to the controller structure after the computation of its parameters kp ; ka , and a.
Given the plant description and its frequency response, shown
in Fig. 5, the slope of the phase at the gain crossover frequency is
found to be ms ¼ 33 deg = logðxÞ, and the system phase
/s ¼ 195 deg.
Therefore, according to the counter-slope method, the controller phase slope must be m ¼ 33 deg = logðxÞ, and the phase
addition needed to achieve the phase margin specified is
/c ¼ ðð195Þ þ 50  180Þ deg; /c ¼ 65 deg.
As discussed above, in this work we tackle the method’s limitation by incorporating the phase margin specification into the
design process, together with the crossover frequency and flat
phase curve.
According to [29], the controller phase and phase slope can be
defined through Eqs. (10) and (11) as follows:
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Fig. 5. Bode diagram of the open loop system Gpfi ðsÞ.

/c ðxÞ ¼ arctan

!
sinðap=2Þ
;
1
sa xa þ cosðap=2Þ

!
d
sinðap=2Þ
m¼
:
arctan
1
dlog10 ðxÞ
sa xa þ cosðap=2Þ
Simplifying through a variable change of the form
and solving the derivative results in:


sinðap=2Þ
;
sx þ cosðap=2Þ
logð10Þ  a  sinðap=2Þ
:
m¼
sx þ s1x þ 2 cosðap=2Þ

ð8Þ
ð9Þ

sx ¼ 1=sa xacg



/c ¼ arctan

1

sx xacg

resulting
equation

k¼

;

ð14Þ

Fig. 7 shows the frequency response of the controlled system in
open loop. One can observe how the Bode diagram shows fulfilled
phase and frequency specifications while presenting a flat phase
slope around the crossover frequency.
Simulation results

ð11Þ

ð12Þ

sa ¼ 2:94. Next, k is solved as a function of xcg through

1
;
j1 þ sa jxacg jjGpfi ðjxcg Þj

ð1 þ 2:94s0:91 Þ 0:2607 þ 0:7741s0:91
¼
:
hs þ 1
hs þ 1

ð10Þ

In this work, a graphical method will be used to solve this nonlinear problem, as its nature permits straightforward controller retuning in case the control requirements or the plant dynamics are
modified. This easy-to-tune graphic-based controller design
method is a key contribution in this paper.
Fig. 6 offers a great insight into the controller parameters
effects, giving clues on how to change them to enhance the
response towards a particular direction. Solid lines show all sx values as a function of the exponent a according to Eq. (10) for different controller phases /c ranging from 0 deg (a ¼ 0) to 90 deg
(a ¼ 1). Dashed lines in the same graph represent all valid solutions to Eq. (11) (sx cannot be a complex number) for the required
slope, allowing to find the values of a and sx that fit both equations
at once just by finding the intersection.
Using this method, given the required controller phase
(/c ¼ 65 deg), the following values of a ¼ 0:91 and sx ¼ 0:34 are
obtained from Fig. 6.
Once a and sx are known, sa is computed as:

sa ¼

C i ðsÞ ¼ 0:2607

ð13Þ

resulting a value k ¼ 0:2607. Knowing all parameters the final
controller is:

The time-domain controller performance was analyzed in simulation, including plant variations. Fig. 8 shows the step responses
of the system for variations of the plant gain using the controller
proposed. One can see how the performance is greatly improved,
showing a constant overshoot, usually known as the iso-damping
property.
Fig. 9 shows the developed controller tested in a simulation
framework, where a 4-vehicle string is analyzed. First vehicle is
set to track an acceleration profile, whereas followers are tracking
the leader with the designed ACC controller at a time gap of
h ¼ 1:5s. Upper plot shows all vehicles’ longitudinal speeds, middle
plot depicts spacing error evolution and bottom figure presents the
inter-vehicle distances. Vehicles in the string are set with different
DC gain disturbances D 2 ½0:76; 1:3, where vehicles of index 1, 2, 3
and 4 are set with D ¼ 1:0; 0:76; 1:1; 1:3, respectively.
Changes of speed introduced by the leader are correctly tracked
by the rest of the string, following the desired constant time gap
policy. It is important to highlight that the achieved iso-damping
property yields that all vehicles show the same stability and closed
loop response overshoot, despite the different DC gains set for the
vehicles. This guaranteed robustness is highly desirable for automated car-following systems, since a difference in road slope, vehicle mass or powertrain dynamics may produce these undesired
disturbances.
For the sake of validation, the obtained string performance with
the designed controller is compared to an integer-order PD controller (IOPD), which is designed to guarantee the same desired
phase margin and crossover frequency. The obtained IOPD controller results of the form C i ðsÞ ¼ 0:373 þ 0:7662s. In Fig. 10, the
frequency response of loop expression Gpf ;i ðsÞC i ðsÞHðsÞ is depicted
for the integer-order PD controller (blue line) and the fractionalorder controller (red line). Notice that although both fulfil the
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Fig. 6. Graph showing sx as a function of a according to Eq. (10) (solid lines) and Eq. (11) (dashed lines). Particular solution for m ¼ 33 deg = logðxÞ and /c ¼ 65 deg: the
curves intersection shows values a ¼ 0:91 and .sx ¼ 0:34.

Fig. 7. Open loop Bode diagram of the controlled system designed using the
improved counter-slope tuning method.

phase margin and crossover frequency requirements, only the later
yields a flat phase in the vicinity of the crossover frequency.
Fig. 11 shows the response of the fourth vehicle in the string
when equipped with either the IOPD (blue line) or the FOPD (red
line) controller. The top graph depicts vehicle’s speed. The bottom
plot shows the tracking error capabilities. The leader vehicle follows the same speed profile presented in Fig. 9. One can observe
a slightly higher overshoot for the IOPD-vehicle, given that its gain
has been altered by the disturbance D. Besides, not only the spacing error results more stable, but also the integrated absolute error
is reduced by 17% when the fractional-order controller is used,
instead of the IOPD. This capability is desirable, especially when
dealing with string of heterogeneous dynamics. The iso-damping

Fig. 8. Step response of the system with the fractional-order controller designed
1
G), where G
using the improved counter-slope tuning method. Gain range (1:3G; 1:3
is the system default gain (G ¼ 1).

property would play a key role on guaranteeing a consistent carfollowing performance between vehicles.
Experimental results
The controller designed using the counter-slope method for the
Honda Accord dynamics has been discretized and implemented on
the vehicle real-time computer. Using the Tustin method to discretize at a sampling period of 0.05s, the high-level gap controller
results:
C i ðzÞ ¼

0:3621z6  1:193z5 þ 1:087z4 þ 0:4256z3  1:301z2 þ 0:7669z  0:1482
z6  3:53z5 þ 3:937z4  0:2446z3  2:575z2 þ 1:788z  0:3746
ð15Þ
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Fig. 9. Simulation results introducing plant DC gain disturbances on the run. Plotted variables belong to leader and controlled vehicles of index 2, 3 and 4 (black, blue, red and
green lines, respectively).

spacing policy with a time gap of 1.5s. The spacing error evolution
is depicted in Fig. 14, showing an absolute value lower than 1.8 m.
This demonstrates the algorithm potential to guarantee a safe and
stable tracking, even at highway speeds and despite possible road
slope changes that affect the low level system gain. It is important
to highlight that the obtained experimental results are consistent
with the simulated data presented previously, in terms of speed
propagation and spacing error magnitudes. This confirms the
approach feasibility and its benefits added to real world
applications.
Conclusions and future works

Fig. 10. Loop frequency responses when implementing the integer and fractionalorder controllers.

The controller performance is implemented on the Hybrid
Honda Accord 2014 platform in Fig. 4 and evaluated on a highway
scenario. A target vehicle is tracked using front radar, aiming to
keep a time gap of h ¼ 1:5s. Fig. 12 shows preceding and subject
vehicles’ measured speeds. One can see that the controlled vehicle
tracks accurately the speed oscillations coming from the preceding
vehicle. Besides, not only incoming speed changes are tracked, but
these are not being amplified, demonstrating the controller’s capability to also ensure string stable car-following.
In Fig. 13, the measured spacing gap is plotted, which evolves
proportionally to the subject vehicle’s speed, following the adopted

This paper presents a novel graphical method that eases the
control tuning process and demonstrates the potential of mixing
fractional-order calculus with the loop iso-damping approach. This
has been shown as a working solution to an important issue in the
automated car-following field, which is rejecting possible disturbances on the low level response due to different dynamics, powetrains or road slope. A hierarchical ACC control structure has been
utilized, where the fractional-order controller is in charge of regulating the distance gap through a reference acceleration tracked by
a lower control layer. The proposed method allows not only to
define intuitively the controller parameters that satisfy the design
constraints, but also to observe at a glance how parameters modify
the loop dynamics.
The algorithm has been applied considering vehicle and actuator dynamics of a Hybrid Honda Accord vehicle and its effectiveness has been demonstrated on both simulation environments
and highway scenarios. The simulation results show that despite
controlling a string vehicles with disturbed plant gains, the proposed controller performance is not only observed consistent, but
also to outperform that one of an integer-order PD controller.
The iso-damping potential to ensure robustness to gain changes
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Fig. 11. Performance comparison showing last vehicle variables of ACC-controlled strings implementing IOPD (blue line) and fractional-order (red line) controllers.

Fig. 12. Preceding and controlled vehicles’ speeds.

Fig. 13. Measured distance towards preceding vehicle.

Fig. 14. Spacing gap error used for feedback control.

C. Flores et al. / Journal of Advanced Research 25 (2020) 181–189

in the controlled plant has been therein confirmed, observing good
performance and stability despite the actuator used to track the
preceding vehicle’s speed changes. The graphical nature of the proposed approach has showed how easily it could be applied to any
type of vehicle dynamics, which is convenient to encourage vehicle
automation adoption. Rejection of more complex disturbance
structures, as well as car-following at shorter time gaps will be
scoped in future works, by adding vehicle-to-vehicle communication links.
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